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generate a new serial number for the license of a licensed software, often times
it will be used to generate a new serial number for you to be able to download
the software again, although this is not always the case.Q: @Autowired returns
null when running from service with addAnnotatedClasspath Trying to update

an existing Spring Boot app to Spring Cloud, using annotation autowiring
instead of manual wiring of beans in services/Configuration classes. I'm facing

a strange issue where the project will run as a REST service (run from mvn
spring-boot:run) without any problems. But when the service is embedded in a
fat jar and run from there, the autowire is not working correctly. For example

if I have @Value("${some.value}") String someValue; it is null. (same
problem with H2 database connection) but if I have @Autowired private

Environment env; it works fine. I suspect that this is because the context is not
correctly initialized from the fat jar. What would be the correct way to run the

fat jar from a Spring Boot application, in order to ensure the service works
correctly? A: It turns out the solution was simple. @SpringBootApplication

takes care of calling an init method that we can implement. In the init() method
we should call initConfig() which in turn calls bootstrap(). That initializes the
application context. Based on that, I have overriden the init() method and the
application context is correctly initialized. public class ProjectApplication {

@Override public void init() { super.init(); initConfig(); } } This is the code I
ended up with for the integration with the Spring Cloud module. I think it is

also a good practice to override the init() method when working with the
Spring Cloud module as it may happen that Spring Boot integration also
overwrites the init() method. Q: Getting "Unknown modifier: E" when

installing Magento developer edition When trying to install Magento CE
1.9.3.3 using the Magento admin interface, I get the following error after

running the Install Tool: SQL 3e33713323
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